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The Emergence and Development of the 
Theory of Social Capital in Sociology: 

AnOverview 
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This paper reviews the origins and development 01 the theory 01 social capital in 
sociology. It tries to identify some 01 the ideωthat have been instrumental in shaping 

current thought about social capital in the writi:昭's01 Bourdieu，白leman，Putnam， 

and Fukuyama， am何 otheraut加は Witht.μrise01 the conα~pt 01 social capital as 
ana似た anddiagnostic tool， both the aω仰 licand pol:均.makingcommunities have 

been particl仰のenergi，依ば Fromthe World Bankω/ocal governments， theぴ-eation

olsoαal capital has been embracedω a solution lor social problems as diverse as 

pove均 andcrime， economic underdevelopment and ine.β励 ntgovernment.玲tcたspite

the widespread attention it has received， there are several theoretical and empirical 

weak1附 sesassociated with it. In theルω1section 01 this paper， 1 have仇 stratedthese 

weaknesses and prob伽 IS1 argue that social capital has both 'positive' and 'negative' 

outcomes. There may be different types 01 social capiω1 and a single term， 'social 

capital' is i即 dequateωexp/ainthe ra昭'e01 empirical situations demanded 01 it. This 

demands a more detailed examination 01 the inte/Ject帥 1histoη 01 social capita4 and 
the lessons Irom empirical research that embrace a range 01 ゐ問ensions，levels， 

conditions and切es01 social capitaL 

Social Capital: Its Theoretical Foundation in Sociology 

Social capital is a sociological concept which has been applied to a variety of 

issues in recent times. To understand social capital， we must first clarify the notion of 
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位 pital.The notion of回 pi凶 canbe仕acedto Marx (1849， 1部5/1933/19お， 1867/1的5;

Brewer 1984) in his analysis of how伺 pitalemerges企oms侃 ialrelations between the 

bourgeoisie and laborers in the pr明 essof comrnodity production and consumption. 

Marx saw capital as part of the surplus value that creates further profit (Marx 

1867/1開5).Marx's th凹>ryof回 pi凶 isa th回 rybased on the exploitative s∞ial relation 

between two classes， the capitalist and the laborぽ.

Cen仕alto出isth田 ryare the notions that capital is intimately as叙x:iatedwith 

the production and exchange of commodities and it involves process rather than 

simply a commodity or value， even though it may be the final result. Capital is 

in仕insi回lIya s侃 ialnotion. It entails in the prα沼ssof production， a s∞ial activity. The 

exchange pr>∞ぉs，by definition， is al回 socialιin，2∞1).

We can call the notion of capital and its features as desαibed by Marx the 

classic出回ryof capital. The basic idea that回pitalis出einvestment of resources for 

the pr吋ucti'On'Of pr'Ofit has been maintained in all subsequent theories. H'Owever， in the 

Marxian scheme， b'Oth investment and profit are vested in capitalists. The labor 

inv'Olved in the pr>∞ぉs'Of producti'On dωs not generate 'Or accumulateαpital f'Or the 

laborers. The classic th印 ryof伺 pi凶 isbased 'On the explanat'Ory argument that class 

di笠'erentiati'Onis fundamenta1 in capitalist society， whぽethe expl'Oiting class con仕'Ols

the means 'Of production and collects all the surplus value generated fr'Om the labor 

pr'Ovided by the expl'Oited class. 

The classical capita1 th田 ristsωsent凶lyidentified natural capital (air， water， 

land and 'Other natural resources)， physical capitaP (i.e. t∞Is and machinぽy)and labor 

as the three basic fact'Ors shaping ec'Onomic growth. The evolution of但 pi凶 theoryin 

the last four d伐 adesinto what can beαlIed neo-capita1 th回 ryぉsentiallymodifies or 

eliminates the class explanati'On as a nec凶 saryand required theoretical orientati'On. In 

the1鋭治s，n船-classicaleconomists such as T.W Schultz and Garry Becker in甘吋uced

the notion of human国 pital紅忠lingthat a society's endowment of吋u回 ted，住ained

and healthy workers determined how productively the production factors can be 

utilized. The latest equipment and most innovative ideas in the hands or minds of the 

brightest per田 ns，however， will amount to little unless that p町田nalso has access to 
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others to inform， coπect， assist with， and disseminate their work. Life at home， in the 

halJ or on the shop fioor is both more rewarding and productive when suppliers， 

colJeagues， and c1ients alike are able to combine their parti印 larskills and resources in 

the spirit of trust， cooperation， and commitment to common objectives. The vast 

majority of p田 ple，moreoveζlive， work， vote， pray and rl町 'eateas members of various 

but distinct social groups that shape one's very identity， values and priorities. 

Membership in thωes communities provides (or importantly prevents) access to key 

prof，飴sionalnetworks， political insiders and cultural elites; it is also the context in 

which one gives and receives伺 re，帥ndship，encouragement， and moral support. 

To physical， natural and human capital， sociologists， political scientist and 

economists have thus begun to speak of social capital， generalJy defined as the 

information， trust， and norms of reciprocity inhering in one's social networks出at

facilitate colJective action for mutual benefif. Many researches have correlated high 

s∞ial capi凶，泊theform of social trust and associational networks， wi仕1a multiplicity 

of desirable policy outcomes. Putnarn (:笈削:お)argues仕lat反応ialcapi凶 has“forceful， 

even quantifiable effects on many different aspects of our lives" ;md it is more than 

“warm， cuddly feelings or仕issonsof community pride." These quantifiable effects 

inc1ude lower crime rates (Halpern 1捌，Putnam2似ぬ1);better health (Wilkinson， 1鰯 i);

improved longevity (Putnarn， 2(削1);be伐ereducational achievement (Coleman， 19槌a);

greater levels of income equality (Wilkin回n，l咲あ;Kawachi et all997); improved child 

welfare and lower rates of child abuse (Coate and Healy， 2∞1); less corrupt and more 

effective government伊utnam，1995a) and enhanαd economic achievement through 

mα回鈴d仕ustand lower仕ansactioncosts (Fukuyama， 1995a). The αlmulative effect 

of these researches' indicates that the welJ connected are more likely to be housed， 

healthy， hired and happy and resolve disputes more amicably and respond to citizens' 

concerns more promptly (Woo¥cock， 2001). Upon c¥oser inspection， however， 

identifying these implications more precisely proves problematic. To see why， we need 

to review what the social capitalliterature tells us about itself. 
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Conceptual Extension 

Portes (1閉め suggeststhat the concept behind反 応ialcapi凶 isnothing new in 

sociological terms. He points to the work of Durkheim and his emphasis on being 

connected in a community as“antidote to anomie and self des仕uction".Social Capi凶，

however， in its contemporary form was first identified as such by Hanifan (1916) who 

argued出atsocial capital refers to出osetangible assets that count for m伺 tin the daily 

lives of people: namely goodwill， fellowship， sympathy， and social intercourse among 

the individuals and families who makeup a social unit. 

Figure 1: The Exponential growth in refference to Social Capital in the academic 

literature 
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Other plausible candidates are Gouldner (19印)， Jacobs (1961)， Lourry (1977) 

and Bourdieu (1986). In the Past 10-15 years， Coleman (1988a; 1的0;1994a)， Burt 

(1992)， Putnam (1993a; 1995a; 1叩5b)，and Portes (portes and Sensenbrenenr， 1伺3)

have developed the concept extensively and are αedited with bringing the term “social 
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Capital" to prominence. It now assumes a wide variety of meanings and has been cited 

in a rapidly increasing number of social， political and economic studiess. Before 1981， 

the number of journal artic1es listing social capital as a key word totaled 20， between 

1991 and 1995 this has risen to 1ω， and between 1咲渇 and19伺 thetotal was 1∞3 

のaumet al.，2氏わ1).The explosion of interest in the concept of s∞ial capital is growing 

unabated acr舗 thesocial sciences (see figure 1). 

This paper仕悶 toidentify some of the ideas that have been in甜 umentalin 

shaping current thought about social capital. For the sake of brevity， 1 will review some 

selected works， which in my view， played a particularly seminal role in the 

development of the field with a partiα11ar emphasis on social theory and development. 

Pirre Bourdieu 

Bourdieu (1986) brought forth the idea that capital can be converted from one 

form to another. In the context of the field of sociology of education， Bourdieu 

differentiates between three forms of αpital - economic， cultural and s∞ial- and 

their contribution to scholastic achievement. His f，∞us is on the convertibility of回 pital

and how this process forms the basis of the strategies adopted by individuals and 

social groups to ensure the reproduction of capital. 

Bourdieu believes that in order to understand the 位 uctureand出e釦nctioning

of the social world， it is neo岱鎚ryto di記 usscapital in all its forms and not solely in 

the one form recognized by economic theory. In particular， the exchanges that 

economic theory considers non-economic b氏ausethey do not directly maximize profit 

are those that ensure the仕ansformation.During this change， the most material types 

of capital present themselves in the immaterial form of oultural or social capital， or 

vice versa. Bourdieu contends that the di妊erenttypes of回 pitalcan be distinguished 

according to how easily they are transmitted: economic capital is immediately and 

directly convertible into money and may be institutionalized in the form of property 

rights; cultural capital is convertible， under certain conditions， into economic回 pital

and may be institutionalized in the form of educational qualifications; and social 

伺 pi凶 isconvertible， under αrtain conditions into economic capital and may even be 
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institutionalized in the form of a title of nobility. 

Social capital， as defined， by Boぽdieu(1986: 248-249)， 

is the aggr官'gateof the actua1 or potentiaI resourα!S which aI宅 linkedto戸洛sessionof a 

durable network mo陀 orless institutionaIized relationships of mutual acquaintana and 

陀 cognitions-orin other words， to membership in a group-which provides each of its 

members wi白 thebacking of the collぽtively唱.wnedcapitaI， a 'credential' which entitIes 

them toα凶 it

These relationships may exist only in the practical state， in rnaterial and/or 

symbolic exchanges which help to rnaintain them. They rnay a1so be s配 iallyinstituted 

and guaranteed by the application of a common narne (the name of a familぁac1ass， or 

a tribe， or of a school， a party， etc.) and by a whole set of instituting acts designed 

simultaneously to form and inform those who undergo them. 

Boぽdieu(1986: 249) notes that， 

the volurne of白eSOCiaJ cap血 l似冶踏総dby a given agent白usdepenゐ on白 S問。f

山 networksof∞町町tionshe can effl回 ivelymobilize釦 don the volume of theαpitaI 

(economic，ωIturaI， or sym加lic)posses剖 inhis own right by each of th慨 ωwhomhe

is∞nnected. 

Bourdieu釦rtherargues that the existence of a network of connections is not a 

natural given or even a social given， constituted once and for all by an initial act of 

insti旬討on，repr蹴 nted，泊 the伺 seof the family group， by the genealogi回 1de悩 tion

of kinship relations， which is the characteristics of a social formation. It is the product 

of an endless effort at institution， of which institutions rites mark the essential 

moments and which is n氏出回ryin order to produce and reproduce lasting， useful 

re1ationships that can secure rnaterial or symbolic profits. In other word， the network 

of relationships is the product of investment strategies， individual or collective， 

consciously or unconsciously aimed at establishing or reproducing social relationships 

that are dir回 lyusable in the short or long-term. 
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James Coleman 

Coleman， a renowned Ameri伺 n銃犯iologist，is in the fo陀 frontin the developrnent 

of the concept of s∞ial capital. His work is recognized as one of the rnost significant as 

is Robert Putnarn's (1993a) study of voluntary ass∞iations in Italy. Jarnes Colernan 

(1988a) in his artic1e ‘Social Capital in the α'eation of hurnan Capital'， AmericanJournal 

of Sociology， introduced social capital as a conceptual tool for understanding a 

出回reticalorientation to social action that cornbines the cornponents of both sociological 

and econornic perspectives. His airn is to irnport the econornists' principle of rational 

action for use in the analysis of social systerns. Colernan (1飽8a，1使lO)discusses how 

social capital isαeated and exarnines the forms in which it manifests itself. Colernan 

argues that just as physical日pi凶 (t∞Is，rnachines， and other productive equiprnent) 

isαeated by rnaking changes in rnaterials (natural capital) so as to forrn t∞Is that 

facilitate production， hurnan四pi凶 iscreated by changing per回ns回 asto give thern 

skills and capabi1ities that rnake thern able to act in new ways. 

Social capital in turn isαeated when the relations among persons change in 

ways that facilitate action. Physical capital is wholly tangible， being ernbodied in 

observable rnaterial forrn; hurnan αpital is less tangible， being ernbodied in the skills 

and knowledge acquired by an individual; social capital is even le濁 tangible，for it is 

ernbodied in位lerelations arnong persons. Physical capital and human capital facilitate 

productive activity， and social capital d略図aswell. 

Fi酔 re2: Thr田・perωnstructure: human capital 

in nodes and敏光ialcapital in relations 
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The distinction between human capital and s∞ial capital 回 nbe exhibited by a 

diagram shown in Figure 2， which repr悶 ntsthe re1ations of the per回 ns(A， B， and C); 

the human capital resides in the nodes， and the social capital resides in the lines 

connecting the nodes. Social capital and human capital are often complementary 

(ωleman，l9.:狗').

Coleman identifies three forms of social capital. The first of which he 

characterizes as the obligations and expectations which depend on the仕ustworthin侭 S

of the以lCialenvironment. Two elements are αitical to this form of social 回 pital:the 

levelof仕ustworthinωsof the social environment， which means that obligations will 

be paid， and the actual extent of obligations held. Social structures differ in both of 

these dimensions， and actors within a particular structure differ in the second. The 

second form of social田 pitalin Coleman's仕ameworkis the capability of information 

to flow the social structure in order to provide a basis for action. This information 

inheres in social relations. Information is important in providing a basis for action. One 

means by which information can be acquired is to use social relations that are 

maintained for other purpo総 s.

The third form is the presenαof norms accompanied by effective sanctions. 

When an effective norm does exist， it constitutes a powerful吻 butsometimes fragile， 

form of social capital. Effective norms can constitute a powerful form of social伺 pital.

This social capital， however， not only facilitates certain actions but also constrains 

others6
• Many subsequent scholars， inc1uding Robert Putnam， have based their 

researches on the foundations laid by James Coleman. 

Robert Putnam 

In his seminal works， Robert Putnam (1993a， 1叩3b，1995a) identifies social 

臼 pital，as mentioned earlier， as“feature of social organizations， such as networks， 

norms， and trust that facilitate coordination and cooperation for mutual benefit" 

(1993b: 36). He c1aims出atsocial capital， combined with human and physical回 pital，

spurs economic growth， but that social 伺 pitalis unique in出atit also enhances the 

benefits of investments in physical and human回 pital.
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An important focus in Putnam's work is how social capital may help surmount 

the dilemmas of collective action. First， Putnam illus甘atesthe importance of social 

capital by discussing his own empirical research. An experiment with regional 

governance in ltaly initiated in 1970 provided him with an opportunity to study the 

process of institutional development. His research showed how some regions have 

strong甘aditionsof civic engagement， such as voter turnout and active community 

organizations， whereas other regions were “uncivic" with a meager engagement in 

social and∞ltural associations. Putnarn訂思lesthat lessons learned from this r<ωearch 

are relevant for other societies grappling wi出 howto achieve good governanαwhere 

civil society is weak and economic difficulties predominate. Then he e1aborates on the 

positive impact of social capital on economic development by referring to other 

scholars' work. He diぽ ussesthe risks of destroying social capital and points to a need 

of exploring the negative effects of social capital. 

Putnam claims in Italy differences in regional institutional performance could 

k甘acedin their different patterns of civic engagement， where the regions with strong 

such engagements were rooted in a civic heritage from the early Middle Ages. 

Fundamental to th俗 e仕aditionsare rich networks of organized reciprocity and civic 

solidarity embodied in guilds， religious fraternities， and neighborhood associations. 

According to Putnam， the historical record suggests白atthe economic welfare of these 

comrnunities stem仕ombeing civic; not vice versa. He therefore conc1udes，“the social 

capital embodied in norms and networks of civic engagement seems to be a 

precondition for economic development as well as for effective government" (Putnam， 

1993b: 37). Then Putnam outlines three findings in which social capital underpins 

good government and economic progress. First，仕usthas a positive impact on social 

life， illus仕atedby how networks of civic engagement foster田 lidnorms of generalized 

reciprocity. Second， civic networks also further 0∞rdination and comrnunication and 

magnify information about the凶 stworthinessof other members. Third， since past 

collaboration sucoesses are embodied in these networks， they回 nserve as“叩ltural

templates" for future collaboration. 

ln his discussion of the United States， Putnam (1995a) claims that the country's 
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αlITent回 ubledpoliti回 1climate isαu挺 dby erωion of social trust and community 

engagement ovぽ thelast decades. He states出atwise policy伺 nencourage s凹 ial

国 pi凶 formation，and s∞ial capital can， in 児 turnimprove the effectivenぉ5of political 

action. In addition， investments in physi伺 1，financial， human， and social capital should 

be viewed as complementary， not competing alternatives. 

Building on Coleman's concept， Francis Fukuyama (1995a， 1995b)， has also 

done a remarkable work in the field of social 田 pitaLFor Fukuyama，仕ustis a cen仕al

element of social capital. He argues that it is the level of trust inherent in a given 

society白紙 conditionsits prlωperity and degree of dem∞racy， as well as its ability to 

compete. Building on others' scholars work， especial1y James Coleman's， Fukuyama 

uses the concept of trust as a measure of social capital and argues that it is 

accumulated through norms of reciprocity and suα溜 sfulc∞peration in networks of 

civic engagement. Since he ar思les出at荻lCial回 pitalrests on cultural r∞ts， which he 

defines as ethical and moral habits， the main focus of his analysis was on cultural 

factors， suchぉ valuesand virtues. 

Fukuyama discusses why the cultural foundation of economic life is commonly 

missing in the current intel1ectual debate. Then he focu踏 onhow to define culture， 

仕ustand social伺 pital，emphasizing how仕ustis as荻lCiatedwi出 indus廿ials仕ucture

and the origin of those organizations that are essential to competitiveness and 

economic wel1-being. Fukuyama supports his thesis with empirical evidence from 

detailed回 sestudies， emphasizing “two major bridges ωsociability": the family and 

non-kinship based communities. Fukuyama groups toge出町fourlow-trust or回 ・ 伺11ed

“familistic" -societies (China， Southern Italy， France and Korea). His argument is， in 

出ese∞叩甘iesthe family constitutes the basic山首tof economic activity， which in turn， 

explains why they all have had difficulty in αeating large organizations. In con仕ast，

he p慨 S伽 ttwo-high trust societies (Japan釦 dG釘 many)have been able toα回 te

large-民 alefirms that go beyond the family. He alsodeals with the United States， which 

Fukuyama believes， used to be a high-trust society which now seems to be 

degenerating into a low-仕ustsociety. Fukuyama contends that it is no accident that the 

United States， Japan and Germany were the命stcoun仕iesto develop large， modern， 
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rational1y organized， and professional1y managed corporations. Each of these 

countries had certain characteristics that aI10wed business organizations to move 

beyond the family rather rapidly and to create a variety of new， voluntary social 

groups that were not based on kinship. They were able to do田， because in each of 

these societies there was a high degree of甘ustbetween individuals who were not 

related to one another， and hence a solid basis for social capi凶.

Based on the coun仕yαsestudies， Fukuyama's basic argument is that to obtain 

economic success it is necessary to establish large， democratic， and capitalistic 

organizations， especiaI1y corporations. However， in order for these institutions to work 

properly， their proper functioning must be ensured by certain “pre-modern"四 ltural

habits. 1n the words of Fukuyama (1995b: 11) 

Law，∞n回 ct，and伎沿nomicrationality provide a n伎波髄rybut not su館関ntbasis for 

both the stability and prosperity of postindus回 l蹴 ie胞 ;they must as well be leavened 

withr，ぽiprocity，moral obligation， duty toward∞mmunity， and廿ust， which ar官 basedin 

habit rather than rational calωlation. 

According to him，仕ustarises when a community shares a set of moral values 

in such a way as toαeate expectations of regular叩 dhonest behavior. The vitality of 

l訂 geinstitutions also depends on a healthy and dynamic civil society， which， in turn 

depends on p四 ple'shabits， customs， and ethics - attributes that但 nbe shaped only 

indirect1y through conscious political action and must othぽwisebe nourished出rough

an mαeased awareness and respect for culture (Fukuyama， 1995b: 15). The motives 

necessary to sustain trust and the environmental conditions that foster it were 

examined earlier by another scholar Gambetta (1988) in a coI1ection of飴 saysfrom 

twelve distinguished scholars. He has explored a range of historical回 sestudies of 

c∞peration and its breakdown. 

Many others have also made significant s甘idesin advancing our knowledge 

and understanding of the subject. Another broader concept of social capital was 

developed by North (1咲均1)which encompassed formalized institutional re1ationships 

and structures such as government， the political regime， rule of law， and the court 
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system. He contends that it is institutional change at this magnitude that shapes the 

way societies evolve overtime. With a particular focus on human cooperation， he 

argues that historically，“the evolution of institutions that create a hospitable 

environment for cooperative solutions to complex exchange provides for economic 

growth" (North， 1使灼:vii). An historiα1 persp倒 ivewas al田包kenby 01田n(1982). 

Olson believes出atif a反応ietyenjoys political stability for a long period of time， it is 

more likely to develop strong special-interest groups that in turn decrease the 

e伍ciencyof a society from an economic standpoint. 

The role of social capital in development was addressed by Serageldin (1銃弾5)in 

terms of its con仕ibutionto sustainability. Gr∞taert (1997) examines the subject by 

distinguishing miαo and macro-Ievel institutions. Evans (1咲渇，)examines a variety of 

new ideas about how and under what conditions civic s配 ietyand public institutions 

can jointly become more eff，ぽtive回 talystsfor development. As R，団e(1伺5)illus回 t白

the absence of constructive interaction between the micro-and maα。levels田 nresult 

in a significant breakdown of仕ust- one of the most important and most widely 

discussed elements of social capital. He argues that the high degree of distrust in 

government and civil s促 ietyinstitutions has led Russian citizens to rely s仕ictlyon the 

trust and cooperation inherent in th出 densehorizontal networks of仕iendsand 

relatives. 

Studying the complementarity and interrelatednぉsof local organizations and 

the institutions of the state and markets is another way social capital has been 

examined. Norman Uphoff (1993) concludes in his seminal work in this field that local 

organizations deserve more attention as channels for development， and that these 

informal institutions are revitalized when both the state and market fail to meet 

P回 ples'expectations and needs. os甘om(19叩)illus仕atesthe diversity of solutions 

that go beyond the market and the state when solving problems related to common 

property resourαs. She suggests that building institutions of seif-government through 

collective action can be far more effective than enforcing rules imposed from external 

sources. While Albert Hirschman (1984) was studying such collective action 

development efforts in Latin Ameri団，he discovered an important element common to 
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the majority of the participants in his伺 sestudies: most of them had been involved in 

previously unsuccessful collective action activities. Hirschman illus仕atesa number of 

situations where these failed experiences provided individuals with a “renewal" of 

energy that they were able to mobilize for the common benefit. Another “bottom-up" 

conceptualization of social capital is championed by a renowned sociologist Mark 

Grannovetter (1985). This concept of embeddedness， focuses on how personal 

relationships and networks of connections generate仕ustand discourage malfeasance 

in economic life. 

Discussion 

Despite its popularity， the conαpt of social capital has seen strong αiticisms. 

Woolcock (2∞1) suggests that the reaction against social capital is not surprising 

given its substantial and rapid rise in popularity. Criti岱 arguethat social capital is 

nothing new， that it is the latest buzz meaning all things to all people. It has aroused 

suspicion because of the huge range of social issues on which it has been used. Some 

have lamented that， sociologists“have begun referring to virtually every feature of 

social life as a form of回 pital"但aronand Hannan， 1994: 1122). However， with the rise 

of the concept of social回 pi凶 asanalytic and diagnostic tool， both the academic and 

policy-making communities have been particularly energitized. From the World Bank 

to 1∞al governments， the α'eation of social capital has been embraced as a solution for 

social problems as diverse as poverty and crime， economic underdevelopment and 

me血cientgovernment. Yet despite the widespread attention it has r，氏eived，there are 

several theoretical and empirical we必rneぉesassociated with it. 

First， Rational choice th印 ristsregard socialαpital as informational resources 

emerging as a result of interaction between rational agents needing to c∞rdinate for 

mutual benefit. Social norms， according to Coleman (1987; 1990)， are thus given 

‘closure' when two or more individuals discover that it is in their joint interest to 

cooperate. While， those theorists in the仕aditionof Durkhemian line of thought， claim 
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that反応ialcapital in the form of normative 'non-contractual elements of con仕act'is in 

fact what makes pωsible any commitment to action， rational or otherwise， shaping not 

only the goals that people seek but how， whether， and when they seek to attain them_ 

For Network th伺 rists，銃犯ial回 pitalis simply onぬ non-rationals∞ial ties_ If social 

capital can be rational， pre-rational or even non-rational， what is it not? At the very 

least， these different conceptualizations suggest that there may be various forms or 

dimensions of S∞ial capitaL 

おcond，some theorists interpret s侃 ial回 pitalas the combination of 'ties' and 

norms binding individuals within constituent elements of large organizations (cI-

Rueschemeyer and Evans， 1985)， 'non-bureaucratic foundations of bureaucratic 

functioning'， and/or linking them across different institutional realms (Granovetter， 

1973; Wilson， 1996)， others regard S侃 ial伺 pitalas a 'moral resource'但irschman，

1984a) such as‘trust' (Fukuyama， 1伺5b;Gambe悦a，1988; Henslin， 19邸)or a cultural 

mechanism used to define and reiぱorcethe boundaries of particular status groups 

のourdieu，1986). This leaves unrωolved whether social capital is the in企部位uctureor 

the contents of social relations or is it both?“Defining s侃 ialcapital functionally"， 

Edwards and F91ey (1抑7:伺9)correctly point out，“makes it impωsible to separate 

what it is from what it d田 S."Ma仕ers訂 ecomplicated further when S∞ial回 pi凶 is

classified as a ‘public g∞d' that is， by definition，‘under-produced' by society. Social 

臼 pitalin the form of仕ust，it is argued， isαeated as a by-product of other collective 

endeavors such as participation in civic associations， but these activities are 

themselves public goods， and are al回 identifiedas s凹 ial回 pi凶 ，leaving us with the 

problematic conceptual task of distinguishing between “the田 urcesof social capital 

and the benefits derived企om出em"(Portes釦 dLandolt， 1銃殺 19).

Most discussions of social capital s仕onglyemphasize its positive outcomes7
• 

However， recent studies have identified at least four negative consequenαs of social 

capital: exclusion of outsiders， excess claims on group members， restrictions on 

individual仕eedoms，and downward leveling norms. As Portes and Landolt (1咲渇)

point out， long-standing civic groups may stifle a nations' development by securing a 

disproportionate share of national resources and/or inhibiting individual economic 
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advancement by placing heavy personal obligations on members that prevents them 

from participating in broader social networks. The best evidence in support of this 

argument comes from the ethnic entrepreneurship literature (e.g. Light and 

Karageorgis， 1994)， where entry into a given community一回y，Koreans in South-

central Los Angeles， Puerto Ricans in New York - gives the new arrival access to 

financial and personal support so that a small business can be started. Lacking 

material assets (physical capital)， recognized skills and fiuency in English (human 

白 pital)，the immigrant is able to call upon her social回 pitalto launch a new life. If the 

business is successful， however， there will likely come a time when the ethnic 

community is nei出erlarge enough nor heterogen回 usenough to provide the product 

and factor markets necessary for more complex economic exchange. Accesses to new 

networks extending beyond the ethnic community are therefore required， but this will 

be very di節印ltif intra-community obligations are highly demanding. This outcome 

supports the view that social capital has both ‘positive' and 'negative' outcomes. 

Broadly speaking，出issuggests that there may be different types of social capital， and 

位latcollectively they are resources to be optimized， not maximized. 

Conclusion 

Where do these αiticisms of the idea of social四 pital- that a single term is 

inadequate to explain the range of empirical situations demanded of it， that confu記 S

sources with consequences， and understates corresponding negative aspects leave us? 

Short of dismissing the term altogether， one possible resolution of these concerns may 

be that there are different types， levels， or dimensions of social capital， different 

performance outcomes associated with different combinations of these dimensions， and 

different sets of conditions which support or weaken favorable conditions. Sorting out 

and resolving these issues requires a more dynamic rather than static understanding of 

social capital; it invites a more detailed examination of the intellectual history of social 

capital， and the search for lessons企omempirical research that embrace a range of any 
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such dimensions， levels or conditions. 

Although various manifestations of social capital have been invoked in 

numerous studies since the late 1970s， the most extensive empirical research and 

coherent theoretical advances have come in the late 19以)sand 1咲ねs企'omtwo distinct 

literatur四 withinthe so-called 'new economic sociology of development' namely ethnic 

m民 preneurships旬diesat the micro level and comparative institutionalist studies of 

state-society 陀 lationsat the rnacro level. However， the effort出athas so far been made 

to synthesize the insights台omthωedifferent回 mpsis little. 

The basis for attempting such a synthesis can rest on the cen仕alityof two key 

concepts shared by these literatures， concepts referring to two distinct but 

complementary forms of social capital. These concepts are， respectively， 

'embeddedness' and 'autonomy' (W∞¥c∞1<， 2001). The idea of embeddedness comes 

originally仕omKarl Polanyi (1957) but was in仕oduc吋 tocontemporary s凹 iologistby 

Granovetter (19邸').

In his discussion of embeddedness， Granovetter dismissed the distinction 

between ‘markets and hierarchies' ar思lingthat firms are distinguished not回 muchby

their ‘inforrnal' or‘formal qualities' (since elements of both are always present)， but 

rather白es仕ucturesof personal relations and networks of relation between and within 

firms. Granovetter's distinction between the con仕ibutionsof social re¥ations as either 

‘personal ties' or‘networks' is consistent with and expands upon his earlier work 

(1973) on the 's仕engthof weak ties' in shaping labor market outcomes. In the late 1980， 

the embeddedness thesis was incorporated into substantive research on economic 

development both at the miαo and macro levels. 

In order to establish whether the costs or benefits of embeddedness prevailed in 

any given situation， scholars began suggesting that the presence or absence of a 

complementary set of autonomous social ties needed to be incorporated into the 

analysis. At the micro level， this meant focusing on the extent to which community 

membersal田 hadaccess to a range of non-community members; at the rnaαo level， it 

entailed examining the extent to which senior policy makers were not just connected to 

key indus仕yleaders， but were themselves simultaneously governed by a professional 
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ethos committing them to negotiating and pursuing collective goals， and recruiting and 

rewarding colleagues on the basis of merit. Important1y then， they also identified 

distinct but corresponding forms of autonomy. 

The sense in which‘embeddedness' and 'autonomy' is employed at the miαo 

and macro level， however， is not the same; embeddedness at the micro level refers to 

intra-community ties， whereas at the macro level it refers to state.society relations; 

autonomy at the miαo level refers to networks出atcross community lines， while at the 

maαo level to institutional capacity andαedibility GV∞icock，2∞1). 

Portes and Sensenbrenner's (1993) model of the antecedents and effects of social 

capital is helpful in terms of identifying some of the conditions under which social 

capital has formed， rightly s甘essesboth the ‘positive' and 'negative' aspects of s∞ial 

capital within particular groups or localized communities， and demonstrates that 

social relations need to be dynamic in order to accommodate more complex economic 

exchange. The model's shortcomings are revealed when it comes to providing c1ues as 

to how or through whom: (i) the positive aspects of social capital can be created and 

harn俗 sed;(ii) the negative aspects of social capi凶 canbe overcome; (iii) social capital 

is nurtured and maintained in large formal organizations. 

The conceptual and empirical limitation of both the ethnic entrepreneurship 

and comparative institutionalist literature suggests the need for a broader and more 

dynamic model encompassing both domains. Such a conceptualization of social capital 

should seek to address the various theoretical problems and weaknesses drawing on 

the s仕engthsof the existing insights. 

Notes 

1 Physical capital is sometimes divided into financial伺 pital，to distinguish fixed 

金ommonetary assets. 

2 See Schultz (1961; 1後氾:)Becker (1962; 1993)， and more re阻止lyLuωs(1988). In ∞ntemporary 

research， the importance of endogenous factors such as human capital and technology is 
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stres鈴 dby出e骨剖l吋 NewGrowth E∞nomists; for a陀 viewof this litera旬間， whichhas 

interesting and important complementarimぉswith the以lCialωpi凶 approach，記eRomer 

(1供与4).

3 This general definition summarizes the positions of the major con仕ibutorsto反則alcapi包l

thωry. For more specific definitions， see James Coleman:“おcialαpi凶 isdefined by its 

釦nction.It is not a single entity， but a variety of different entities having two characteristics 

in ∞mmon. They aIl ωnsist ofωmeぉ開ctsof social s仕ucture，and they facilitateぽ rtain

actions of individuals who are within the s甘ucture.Like other forms ofαpi凶， social伺 pi匂l

is productive， making p侭 siblethe achievement of αrtain ends that would not be attainable in 

itsめsence"(Coleman， 19!:治:初12);Ronald Burt:、lCIalcapital refersω台iends，∞lleagues，and 

more general contacts through whom you receive opportunities to use (other forms of) 

αpital...Relations within and between firms are socialαpi凶 ... ~it) is the final arbiter of 

competitive success" (Burt， 1992・9);Glenn Loury:“(social capital refers to) naturally 

α工町ringsc吃血l問Iationshipsamong persons which promote or assist the acquisition of skills 

and岡市vaIuedin the market pIace.. .(it iゆana蹴 twhich rnay be as signi自国tas fin釦 cial

bequests in ac∞unting for the maintenance of inequaIity in our sωiety" (Loury， 1992: 1∞1); 

and A1ejandro Portes:、ぽialαpl包Irefers to theαpacity of individuaIs to∞mmand scarce 

resour，悶 byvirtue of their mem凶 shipin networks or broader町 ials仕uctures"(portes， 

1995a: 12). The thωreticaI impliαtions and problems of出町 definitionswill be discus田din

thesubs伺uent町 tionsof this chapter. 

4 The ∞ntemporary literature assigns social αpi凶 anumber of distinctive properties that give 

rise to these results. First， where physical capital and human capital are essentially the 

property of individuals， socialαpl凶 byextension resides in groups; unlike otherαpitals， it 

incorporates expectations of reciprocity， and is essentially immobile (this c1aim is 

∞n回，versial;間Baronand Hannon， 1鈎4;Portes and Landolt， 1鈎6).島∞nd， stocks of sぽ ial

capital increase rather than decrease through use; where physical capital worn out or 

∞nsumed， for example，仕ustdemons回 tedtoday will be amplifiedωmoηow. Third， however， 

sociaIαpl凶 lsmor宅 destroy，吋 thanぽeated;one∞rrupt employee can disαモditan othぽWlse

exemplary organization. Fourth，以沼useof i包 αpacityto resolve∞lIective action problems 

and enhance productivity， social αpital is regarded as complementary to， ra 
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5 Socialαpital research can be grouped into seven substantive fields. 1n addition to the 

litぽa旬開 onsocialthωry and development - the primary focus of this paperー theidea of 

反JCialcapi凶 hasalso been employed extensively in studies of ~amilies and youth behavior 

E些回~~ch∞，linlr and eduαtion，∞mmunity life; work and organizations;democracy and 

陛竺旦nce，and mOIモgene凶偲拙 of∞llectiveaction problems 

6 Social control is also the focus of several earlほressays by Coleman， who laments the 

disappearance of informal family and community struにtureswho produαS叫 ialαpital.

Coleman calls for theα'eation of formal institutionsωtake their plaαThis was the thrust of 

ωleman's 1992 presidential ad合宿sto the American SociゆlogicalA鈴 ociation，in which he 

仕acedthe dedine of 'primordial' institutions baぉdon the family and their replacement by 

purp慨 fully∞ns仕町制 organizations.1n his view modern蹴 iol崎y'stask is胎 guidethis 

process of social engineering that will substitute obsolete forms of control based on 

primordial ties with rationally devi託 dmaterial and status incentives (Coleman 1988b， 1993). 

7 As Por回 (1998・15)has put it， indeed it is our蹴 iologicalbiasωseeg∞d thi昭sem叫 1暗

out of sociability; bad things are more commonly associated with the behavior of 'homo 

伐 onoml印 s'.However， the same mechanisms appropriable by individuals and groups as 

socialαpi匂1can have other， 1回sdesirable consequences. 1t is important to emphasize them 

for two reasons:負rst，めavoid白e回 pofp吹剖lting∞mmunitynetworks，反応ial∞ntrol，and 

∞llecti刊 sanctionsas unmixed bl間 i昭;second，ωkeep the analysis within the bounds of 

健司oussぽ iologicalanalysis rather出anmo伺 lizingstatements. 
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